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Daily Mail.



Daily Mail is a 
tabloid* , which is 
published every 
day.

*Tabloid has small pages ,many pictures and little serious 
news.



The first tabloid Daily Mail 
was published in 1896.
This was tabloid for 
women.
Today all people of British 
read tabloid Daily Mail. It”s 
very popular.



Paul Dacre is an 
editor* of Daily 
Mail.

▪ *Editor – man, which  look, edit and 
publish.

Paul Michael Dacre (born 14 November 
1948, Arnos Grove, London) is an English 
journalist and editor of the British 
newspaper the Daily Mail.
In the British Press Awards, Dacre's Daily 
Mail has won the 'Newspaper of the Year‘.



The articles from Daily Mail …



Bravest little cat in the world: Tiny wildcat scratches and 
hisses as pride of lionesses surround it... but it is no match 
for them in the end

▪ A tiny wildcat fought for its life in a brave battle against four 
lionesses in Botswana. The little cat bore its teeth and hissed at 
the animals 30 times its size. The cat was tragically killed by the 
predators but proved that it would not go down without a fight - 
scratching the lioness across the nose.



Get away from it all with the ultimate holiday 
hideaway... an invisible glass hotel hidden in the 
trees

▪ A night's stay at the Mirror Cube tree house - the star attraction at The 
Tree Hotel in Harads, northern Sweden - will set you back £213 a night. 
The room is accessible via a 12-metre rope bridge and features a 
Queen-size bed and an luxurious interior. The nearest house is 
500metres away and owners Britta and Kent Lindvall say stress quickly 
fades away as guests enjoy the peace and purity of unspoiled nature.



Daily Mail

The first popular tabloid is the Sun.
The second popular tabloid  is Daily Mail.
But Online Daily Mail  is the most popular.



The end!


